
Jamaica, known as the land of wood and water offers varied experiences to satisfy the adventurers and nature lover’s quest. The

island is an ideal destination for an action packed family vacation offering a thrilling experience. With its glorious vistas and

verdant undulating terrain, Jamaica is a haven for adventurous attractions and activities.

One of the best scenic detours in the Caribbean is the Blue Mountain Bicycle Tour where

families can enjoy a leisure downhill bicycle ride through lush tropical rain forest and home to a

number of species of birds and plants. Families can also swim amidst the friendly dolphins at

Dolphin Cove. Whether children or adults, everyone can have a close and personal encounter

with the world's friendliest mammals and sharks.

One of Jamaica's most-treasured locations, Dunn's River falls, offers a hint of adventure to

those with a willing spirit. Climbing the waterfall from the foot of the beach and gradually

moving up the thundering cascades is a thrilling trail. One can also visit the Green Grotto

Caves known for its striking structure of caves. The caves offer a unique adventurous

experience with the central feature being the large labyrinth limestone cave with its unique rock

formation. Rick’s Café in Negril is a famous spot for cliff diving into the azure waters. Guests

with a daredevil spirit can indulge in cliff jumping from different levels of height.

Going on a guided tour on adventure activities with a local organization specialised in guided

tours is an enriching experience. Chukka Caribbean Adventures is one such organization

offering a gamut of adventurous activities such as Horse Back Ride & Swim, River Tubing Safari,

Kayak Safari, Zipline Canopy, ATV Safari, etc for those who want to explore the adventurous

side of Jamaica. The island is also famous for a variety of Equestrian Activities including riding

lessons and adventurous trail rides through the Jamaican countryside and swimming with the

horses as part of the beach ride.

From exciting hikes through mysterious landscapes to heart-stopping dives into dark caves and deep waters, Jamaica has

something for everyone to see and do. An idyllic tropical retreat, Jamaica has it all to add up to your adventure trail.

Go Jamaica! Once you go you’ll know.
www.visitjamaica.com
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